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Can anyone help? I think I tried this early on, but I kept getting wrong answers (not that it won't
work, I'm just new to photoshop and probably missed a setting somewhere)I wanted to duplicate his
work on something portable to take with her while she's at chemoHello, I do not understand how did
you do the steps of grid patternI almost always have to do cropping and edits in photoshop anyway,
so that site has much to little control for me (also annoying ads), but it definitely might help some!
Could you add more detailed instructions for how to apply the grid pattern to the picture? I created
the grid with no problem, saved it as a pattern as well

you have a very nice typo there at the start of this stepThis would work well for quilting patterns,
knitting, crochet, etcAt the end, I added a new layer with the original color blocks, set it to black and
white, and set it to 50% transparencyMy wife loves cross-stitchOr print on color printer and ask at
the storeI have updated the instructions with some details! Instructions:

I bought the thread for $15 and then made my own patternI don't mind buying if it does what Im
hoping it doesThe count tool is under image -> analysis -> select data points -> uncheck everything
but count -> wand select the color -> image -> analysis -> record measurementsThx! That's what
happens when you're too fast to copy-pasteSend Instant delivery Email amazon gift cardIf the grid
has 5 pixel squares (icluding the grid line: 1px gridline and 4px transparent), the subject should be
resized with 500% etcI want to see a finished cross-stitch pictureI didn't have solid color squares in
my grid c3545f6b32
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